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Abstract—The traditional paradigm of connecting mobile de-
vices over the telecommunication networks for voice commu-
nication has evolved to a myriad of novel applications with
heterogeneous network requirements. The conventional telecom-
munication networks require a radical change to support these
applications. Network Slicing (NS) is one of the utilitarian
technologies in future telecommunication networks to address
this challenge by dividing the physical network into multiple
logical networks with different network characteristics. The
evolution in the applications and telecommunication networks
intensifies the attention towards the security aspects. Since NS
architecture is at its preliminary level, there is no security-specific
element in the slicing architecture to perform security-related
operations. Hence, we introduce the novel concept of security
orchestrator for the NS architecture. This paper extensively
discusses the expected advantages and design aspects of such
a separate security orchestrator for an NS ecosystem. Moreover,
the viability and the benefits of employing the proposed security
orchestrator are demonstrated via a testbed implementation and
relevant simulations. Finally, a set of potential future research
directions related to the security orchestrator are introduced to
further improve the proposed architecture’s performance.

Index Terms—Network Slicing, Security, Orchestration, Net-
work Architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

Connecting anything from anywhere at any time is an
ubiquitous requirement in the journey towards a smart life.
The traditional scenario of connecting people and mobile over
the network extends to novel services such as autonomous
vehicles, remote surgeries, and smart cities. These diverse
services require heterogeneous network requirements. Hence,
the ”One size fits all” concept is not reconcilable in future
networks. Deploying a dedicated physical network for each
application is not viable to address this challenge. Thus, a rad-
ical change in the telecommunication networks is required to
accomplish these requirements [1]. The novel Fifth Generation
(5G) telecommunication architecture is specifically designed
to address this challenge with the support of a myriad of
technologies. Network Slicing (NS) is one of the predominant
technologies in the 5G architecture.

NS enables a revolutionary transformation in telecommuni-
cation networks to facilitate diverse communication require-
ments of different applications. Dividing the physical net-
work into multiple logical networks with specific network
characteristics can be defined as the concept of NS [2]–[4].
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NS eliminates the static nature of the network. Improving
scalability, security, privacy, and efficiency in resource man-
agement are some other benefits provided by NS [5]. Software-
Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization
(NFV), and cloud computing are the dominant technologies
that support the NS realization [6]. A particular network slice
spans from Radio Access Network (RAN) to core network
across the transport network.

Standardization organizations such as International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP), define the 5G service areas into
three main categories: enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB),
Ultra-Reliable Low latency Communications (URLCC), and
massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) [7]. NS
performs a vital role in the realization of these service areas
in 5G and beyond networks. In addition to these primitive
service areas, separate network slices can be allocated to
specific applications such as industrial automation, military
situations, and smart grids. A fully functional network slice
can successfully route a packet throughout the network
without having disturbances from other slices. In addition to
advantages for third parties such as industries and enterprises,
NS provides several benefits to Mobile Network Operators
(MNOs). NS generates new business concepts such as
Network Slice as a Service (NSaaS) which allows operators
to provide network slices for vertical industries more agilely
[8], to increase the profit of the MNOs. Dynamic resource
allocation between slices helps to increase the efficiency of
network resource utilization and the scalability of the network
[9].

Apart from the advantages that can be achieved, NS brings
a novel set of security and privacy issues that need to be
addressed. As a result of becoming smart, everything around
us exchanges a massive amount of sensitive and critical
information across the networks. Hence, security and privacy
are major concerns in modern telecommunication networks.
Telecommunication networks are vulnerable to several secu-
rity attacks such as Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS),
Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) and zero-day [10]. In addition
to these conventional attacks, NS can generate a new set of
security threats resulting from new interfaces, components,
and capabilities [11]. Therefore, the attack surface of the
NS-based system could be more severe than the traditional
telecommunication networks. Hence, the management of these
complex security requirements in the NS ecosystem is critical.

However, NS deployments are still at their preliminary
stage. Hence, the reference architecture has been mainly
designed without considering security aspects [12]. Security
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breaches can occur anywhere in the network. Deploying
security Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) or performing
security-specific configurations is required to eliminate those
challenges. Since security VNFs consume network resources,
the engine that performs these operations should be centralized
to manage network resources efficiently. Moreover, managing
the life-cycle of the security VNFs of different slices is a
complicated task. A central element can be helpful in perform-
ing security operations in the NS ecosystem independently
without being a burden to the existing traditional Network
Slice Manager (NSM) which manoeuvre the operations in the
network slice life-cycle management process.

Thus, a central element is required to be introduced to the
NS architecture to manage security-related operations. This
paper presents the novel concept of security orchestrator to the
NS architecture. The proposed security orchestrator can offer
various security services such as attack detection, proactive
and reactive security deployment and security service life-
cycle management. The paper also illustrates the high-level
abstraction and the modular-level design of the proposed se-
curity orchestrator. The feasibility of the proposed architecture
is demonstrated by a testbed implementation developed using
standard tools. In addition, a set of extensive simulations are
executed to show the impact of the security orchestrator.

A comprehensive analysis of security orchestration is pre-
sented in section II. Section III discusses the potential security
challenges in the NS ecosystem. The architecture of the pro-
posed security orchestrator and key components are proposed
in Section IV. Section V presents a detailed discussion on
the modules of the proposed security orchestrator. Security
services that can be provided by the orchestrator have been
discussed in section VI. Section VII provides the feasibility
evaluation of the proposed concept. Implementation setup,
the evaluation of the test results, and a set of simulations
are presented here. Potential future research directions are
discussed in section VIII while discussing implementation
challenges. Finally, Section IX concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS - SECURITY ORCHESTRATION

Security solutions developed by multiple vendors using
heterogeneous technologies and paradigms to prevent cyber-
attacks need to work in an integrated fashion to support
security operation centres while increasing the efficiency, and
effectivity [13]. Security orchestration targets to integrate
multivendor security tools to inter-operate. In [13], Islam et
al. classified the main functionalities of security orchestration
into three principal areas - unification, orchestration, and
automation, and also, they identified core components of a
security orchestration platform. The requirement of security
orchestration in telecommunication networks is highlighted
in [14], and they identified four objectives of a security
orchestration framework: constantly measure, control and limit
access, detecting threats earlier, and rapid response. These
objectives were advantageous when proposing our framework
to an NS ecosystem.

Security orchestration is a novel paradigm in the NS ecosys-
tem. Therefore, scientific investigations related to security

orchestration in an NS ecosystem are rare. However, scientific
investigations related to security orchestration of technologies
which supports the realization of NS such as SDN and NFV
can be found.

In [15], Jaeger et al. extended the ETSI NFV reference
architecture by introducing a security orchestrator with re-
quired interfaces to inter-work with the reference architecture
while defining the security orchestration tasks. A conceptual
design framework for NFV based security management and
service orchestration is presented in [16] to dynamically
and adaptively deploy security functions. They developed an
NFV based access control system to illustrate the feasibility
of the proposed security orchestration framework. In [17],
Pattaranantaku et al. proposed a security extension module to
the NFV MANO architecture based on TOSCA data model.
An access control use case is used to illustrate the usage
of the proposed security extension, and the results exhibited
that their security extension can work together with the NFV
orchestrator.

A semantic aware, zero-touch and policy-driven security
orchestration framework in SDN/NFV aware IoT scenarios
for automatic and conflict-less security orchestration is pro-
posed in [18]. The proposed framework ensures the optimal
allocation and the Service Function Chaining (SFC)s [19] of
the Virtual Security Functions (VSFs). In [20], Hermosilla
et al. proposed a novel NFV/SDN based zero-touch security
orchestration framework for configuring and deploying VSFs
in Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC)- Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs). They have implemented, deployed, and
evaluated the proposed solution in a real-testbed to verify its
feasibility and performance.

Almost all these existing researches consider security or-
chestration in SDN/NFV environments. However, the con-
cepts, modules, and architectures can be utilised as references
when designing a security orchestration framework in an NS
ecosystem.

III. BACKGROUND

The NS ecosystem is fully-fledged with security challenges.
Those can be divided into two main categories: challenges
originated from the device end and propagated through the
network and challenges within the slicing ecosystem itself.
The security orchestration framework should be able to handle
all these security challenges.

A. Security challenges originated from the device

Several security attacks, such as DDoS, MITM, and botnet,
can be originated from the device end. The impact of these
attacks may extend to the network level. For instance, in a
DDoS attack situation, the whole network may collapse. In
[21] Sattar et al. proposed a mathematical model to mitigate
DDoS attacks in 5G NS using network isolation. In addition to
conventional security threats, the rapid expansion of the Inter-
net of Things (IoT) systems that consist of simple connected
devices intensify the vulnerability of telecommunication net-
works to security attacks. The majority of the IoT devices
are resource constraints [22]. Hence, implementing complex
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security mechanisms on the device side is complicated. Also,
due to the competition in the IoT industry, companies dis-
burse less attention to the security mechanisms in their IoT
products. Lightweight security protocols and standards are still
developing for the IoT industry. These reasons attract attackers
towards IoT. Thus, the integration of IoT devices also increases
the attack space of telecommunication networks. Network-
level security solutions are required to mitigate or reduce the
impacts of IoT security attacks to protect IoT devices as well
as telecommunication networks.

Moreover, the security requirements are diverse in different
IoT applications. For example, while autonomous vehicles or
military applications require high-security requirements, envi-
ronmental monitoring applications demand primitive security
requirements. However, facilitating these diverse security re-
quirements over a single physical network is complex. Hence,
allocating separate slices of the network with diverse secu-
rity configurations and security functions for these individual
applications is a viable solution.

B. Security challenges within the slicing ecosystem

In [23], Olimid et al. divide NS related security perspectives
into three main categories:

1) Life-cycle security which considers security aspects
related to different phases of the life-cycle of NS

2) Intra-slice security that involves in security aspects
within the slice itself

3) Inter-slice security that considers security aspects
among slices.

Vigorous slice isolation is a primary security requirement
in the slicing ecosystem [24]. Since a particular User Equip-
ment (UE) can access more than one slice at once, UE can
launch side-channel security attacks on other slices if robust
slice isolation mechanisms are not implemented. Though slice
isolation is critical, absolute slice isolation can not be achieved
due to several reasons. For instance, inter-slice communication
is required in some scenarios, such as receiving services
from resources starving VNFs in other slices. Hence, slice
isolation should be managed appropriately. In [25], Cunha et
al. present leading security challenges in the slicing ecosystem,
specifically in the packet core. A dynamic, machine-readable,
continuous, future-proof, and automatic approach to add cyber-
security requirements to future networking paradigms is pre-
sented in [26].

Moreover, network resources are required to be shared
between multiple slices due to resource scarcity. Therefore,
the traffic on a particular slice can be accessible to other
slices which have shared network resources or equipment.
This originates novel security and privacy challenges in the
slicing ecosystem [12]. Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) allow third parties to perform several operations in
the NS ecosystem. These APIs will be an entry point for
intruders to perform security breaches. In addition, adversaries
can impersonate the host platform with the support of these
APIs. Impersonation of the NSM allows gaining access to all
the slices, resulting in a breach of system confidentiality and
integrity [27].

Allocated resources for security functions in network slices
should also be managed optimally to increase the resource
utilization efficiency. Moreover, third-party tenants (slice own-
ers) such as industries and governments significantly involve
in network configuration (specifically slice creation) for their
applications [28]. They present their security requirements via
Security Service Level Agreements (SSLAs). These security
requirements can be significantly dynamic due to the dynamic
nature of future applications. Thus, dynamic management of
security functions and frequent re-configurations of slice-level
security services will be essential requirements beyond the 5G
ecosystem. Hence, this is a considerable security management
challenge in the NS ecosystem.

C. Motivation scenario

In this paper, we consider a motivation scenario where
a centralized security orchestrator provides heterogeneous
security requirements of a network slicing ecosystem in a
smart hospital environment. Smart hospital can be replaced
by any novel application such as smart factory, smart farm
with appropriate slice allocations. Figure 1 shows the role of
the security orchestrator in the hospital environment.

Security
Orchestrator

Security
Functions

Slice Owners (Different divisions
in the hospital)

Tenant 1 Tenant 2 Tenant 3 Tenant n
Remote

Surgeries

Sensors

Hospital Robots

NS - n 

NS - 2

NS - 1
Decision
Engine

Smart Hospital Environment

Attackers

Attackers

Fig. 1: Role of security orchestrator in an NS environment

Network slices can be allocated to specific applications
that have diverse security requirements. Security orchestrator
collects monitoring information from network slices and se-
curity requirements from slice owners and decides security
operations that need to be performed in network slices to
accomplish those requirements. Attackers can perform attacks
on a specific slice or multiple slices at once. The centralized
nature of the security orchestrator supports identifying all these
attacks in the NS ecosystem.

IV. PROPOSED SECURITY ORCHESTRATOR
ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe the architecture of our security
orchestrator. Moreover, the system constraints that need to be
satisfied by the proposed system are presented here.

A. Architecture design of the security orchestrator

The initial step in designing the security orchestrator is to
identify the optimal location for the security orchestrator in
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Fig. 2: Proposed Security Orchestrator Architecture

the traditional NS architecture. We considered several factors
to determine the location of the security orchestrator. First, it
should be able to monitor the whole NS ecosystem to receive
security information from the slices. Second, the security
orchestrator should be able to perform relevant security service
configurations of the slices. Accessing the Network Function
Virtualization Management and Orchestration (NFV-MANO)
via traditional NSM is required to accomplish this requirement.
Moreover, the location should be accessible to third party ten-
ants to present their security requirements. Considering these
factors, we propose implementing the security orchestrator as
an addition to the traditional NSM. Hence, the novel NSM
should consist of Communication Service Management Func-
tion (CSMF), Network Slice Management Function (NSMF),
Network Slice Subnet Management Function, and the security
orchestrator. The left side of the figure 2 depicts the proposed
location of the security orchestrator in the conventional NS
architecture.

The architecture of the security orchestrator is designed
to be modularized to improve manageability. It simplifies
the updating process of each module independently without
affecting other modules and increases the scalability. It also
enables the possibility of adding extra modules to satisfy fu-
ture specific-security service requirements. The modular level
design of the security orchestrator is shown on the right side
of figure 2. These modules have to collaborate to realize the
security services offered by the proposed security architecture.
The proposed security orchestrator consists of eight main

modules. Those modules and their primitive functionalities are
as follows.

• Slice Security Monitoring Element (SSME): Collect
security-related information from network slices and pass
them to relevant entities

• Security Information Repository (SIR): Store all the
security-related information in the NS ecosystem to sup-
port the functionality of the security orchestrator

• Data Evaluation Element (DEE): Perform initial anal-
ysis of the collected monitoring information, and decide
on initial action to mitigate the identified attacks

• Security Life-Cycle Management Element (SLCME):
Manage the life-cycle of performed security operations
in the network slices

• Security Policy Management Element (SPME): Accept
security policies from tenants and translate them to an
understandable manner to the security orchestrator

• Security Solution Deployment Element (SSDE): In-
teract with the NSM to perform the selected security
operations in the NS ecosystem

• Security Evaluation Element (SEE): Evaluate the status
of a particular network slice to perform the selected
security operations

• Federated Management Element (FME): Maintain the
security-related Machine Learning (ML) model reposi-
tory to support the federated learning process in the NS
ecosystem
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B. System constraints of the proposed model

Here, we present the considered system model with utilized
notations to define the constraints to follow in the security
orchestrator design. We considered a slicing ecosystem that
consists of K network slices that span over multiple-cloud
environments. N denotes a network slice, C denotes a cloud,
L denotes the latency, and V denotes a network function.
Therefore, the kth VNF in jth cloud in ith network slice
can be denoted by the tuple (Ni, Cj , Vk). R denotes re-
source amount in a particular entity, and it could equal to
{RAM,CPU, STORAGE}. Resource amount in ith net-
work slice can be defined as follows.

RNi
=

∑
j

∑
k

R(Ni,Cj ,Vk) (1)

When considering the E2E latency of a particular network
slice, it depends on two parameters: service delay and propa-
gation delay [18]. Service delay considers the processing time
of the data sent by a source VNF at the destination VNF. It is
a function of network resources. We can calculate the service
delay of v ∈ V using F (v, δv). δv is the resources used by v.
Propagation delay is the time required to transfer one single
bit from one VNF to another. We assumed that the propagation
delay in two VNFs in the same cloud is negligible. TCi−1,Ci

denotes the propagation delay from Ci−1 to Ci. Then, the E2E
latency of a particular slice can be defined as follows.

LNi
=

∑
j

TCj−1,Cj
+
∑
k

F (vk, δvk) (2)

Lets consider the ith slice that span over M clouds
{C1, C2, ..., CM} ∈ Ni. When deploying selected security
functions in the ith network slice, following constraints should
be considered.

The allocated resources for security functions should not
exceed the maximum allocated resources for the slice.

Rs ≤ RNi,max
−
∑
j

∑
k

R(Ni,Cj ,Vk) (3)

The added latency due to selected security functions should
not exceed the maximum allowable latency in the slice.

Ls ≤ LNi,max −
∑
i

TCi−1,Ci −
∑
k

F (vk, δvk) (4)

V. EXTENDED DISCUSSION ON THE MODULES OF THE
PROPOSED ORCHESTRATOR

A detailed discussion on the architecture, functional require-
ments, and operations of each module of the proposed security
orchestrator is presented in this section.

SSME
SOC

Queue

EM1 EM2 EM3

VNF1
VNF2

SVNF1
VNF3

EM4

Places to collect monitoring information

Queue based system

Slice-1

Slice-2

APIs

Fig. 3: Different data collection mechanisms of SSME

A. Slice Security Monitoring Element (SSME)

SSME is responsible for performing all the security-related
monitoring operations in the slicing ecosystem. Figure 3 shows
the data-flows and the operation schemes of the SSME in a
NS ecosystem.

As shown in the figure, three potential places can be
identified to collect security information.

• SOC (Security Orchestrator Client): A slice specific cen-
tral element that contact with all the VNFs in the slice to
collect monitoring information and send them to SSME

• EMs (Element Managers): Specific to each VNF that take
care of the configuration and management of the network
functions. Security orchestrator and EMs can intercourse
to exchange data

• VNFs: Directly interact with security orchestrator to com-
municate data and VNF templates need to be modified to
communicate with security orchestrator

Using those three places, two methods can be identified
for collecting monitoring information from the slices. The
first method is collecting information periodically. Here, the
period which is utilized to collect information needs to be
a slice specific parameter, and it should be configurable. In
the second method, slices can present their information to
the SSME when needed. The SSME should expose APIs
to receive monitoring information, or a Queue based system
can be utilized to collect monitoring information. Security
outputs from the deployed Security Virtual Network Functions
(SVNFs) in the slices, outputs from deployed security related
ML models, and performance matrices of the VNFs in the
slices, can be identified as the monitoring information that
needs to be collected for a particular network slice.

When considering security monitoring, two kinds of mon-
itoring schemes can be identified: Active monitoring, which
injects some test traffic into the system and monitors the
behaviour, and Passive monitoring, which monitors the live
network traffic [29]. Active monitoring helps to Validate the
performed security configurations in the slices. Real attack
scenarios can be identified by performing passive monitoring.
The SSME needs to be able to perform both schemes.

B. Security Information Repository (SIR)

SIR stores all the required information for the functionality
of the security orchestrator. Figure 4 shows the primitive Entity
Relation (ER) diagram of the SIR. Details of the available
security functions with resource requirements that can be
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deployed in the slices, resource limits of the slices according
to the SSLAs, potential security attacks and the corresponding
security solutions, and history of attacks for slices are some
of the information that should be maintained in the SIR.

C. Security Evaluation Element (SEE)

Rule Engine
DEE

SLCME

SPME

Slice-Specifc
RulesParameter

Parser

SEE

SIR

NSM

Inputs Parameter
Collection
Points

Fig. 5: Functional diagram of SEE

SEE is an essential element for the operation of the entire
security orchestrator. Figure 5 shows the functionality of SEE.
It mainly consists of a rule engine, parameter parser, and
slice-specific rule set. It can access the real-time metrics
such as available resource amounts in each cloud for every
network slice, and imposed security policy information of
network slices. When performing security operations in the
system, the compatibility of the particular security operation
with network slice-specific parameters should be considered.
Therefore, DEE, SLCME, and SPME communicate with SEE
to scrutinize selected security operations with slice-specific
parameters. It identifies the incompatibilities, contradictions,
and dependencies prior to enforcing security operations in the
system. Slice-specific rule-set needs to be defined to avoid
these. When SEE receives an input, it modernizes the slice-
specific rule set with real-time parameters from parameter
collection points, evaluates rules with rule-engine and provides
the output.

D. Data Evaluation Element (DEE)

DEE acts as the brain of our proposed security orchestrator.
After receiving the monitoring information across the SSME,
DEE performs further analysis according to the type of re-
ceived information. The functional flow diagram of the DEE
is shown in figure 6.

After receiving performance matrices related to a particular
slice, the DEE runs ML algorithms such as logistic regres-
sion, decision trees, deep neural networks, and reinforcement
techniques to identify anomalies in the received matrices. If it
identifies an anomaly, it examines potential security solutions

Receive monitoring info

Check outputs

Attack detect

Generate alerts

Is performance 
matrices or security

outputs

Detect anomalies

Anomaly
detected

Deploy security solution

Check available
security solutions

Security 
output

Performance matrices

Yes

No

Yes
NoNo

Start

Stop

Evaluate with 
slice 

constraints and
policies  

Found a 
potential solution

No

Solutions found

Fig. 6: Functional flow diagram of DEE

from existing security solutions and evaluates them with SEE.
Then the security solution will be configured in the slice while
educating the relevant parties. If the DEE can not identify
a solution from existing solutions, it informs the security
operations team immediately to perform necessary actions.

When receiving security outputs from the deployed SVNFs
in slices, the DEE examines the outputs for identifying security
attacks. If the DEE can identify security attacks from security
outputs, it examines potential security solutions from the
existing solutions in SIR and evaluates the selected solutions
with slice-specific rules with SEE. At the same time, it notifies
relevant parties about the attack. Finally, the DEE handovers
the attack handling process to the SLCME.

E. Security Life-Cycle Management Element (SLCME)

Figure 7 shows the functional flow diagram of the SLCME.
The responsibility of the SLCME is to manage the life-cycle
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of the security VNFs. In terms of performance improvement,
the life-cycle management of SVNFs is an essential operation.
SLCME is responsible for initialization, maintenance and
termination of security VNFs in each network slice. According
to the severity of the attack and the phase of the attacks,
security VNFs need to be modified. Thus, the SLCME can
dynamically update the security solution according to the
different phases of the attack.

After detecting and performing initial action for a particular
attack on a slice by the DEE, it instructs the SLCME to update
the security VNFs according to a defined mitigation plan. After
the initial deployment of SVNFs, the SLCME continuously
monitors the information from the particular slice to identify
the alterations in the security attack. If the strength of the
particular attack is becoming severe, the deployed security
configurations need to be updated. Finally, the deployed se-
curity configurations need to be restored to turn the particular
slice into the normal state at the end of a particular attack.

F. Security Solution Deployment Element (SSDE)

NSM
plugin 1

NSM Plugin layer

NSM
plugin 2

NSM
plugin n

Katana
plugin

NSM

Config receiver Plugin selector

DEE, SLCME, SPME

Fig. 8: Architectural diagram of SSDE

SSDE is the module that communicates with the NSM to

perform alterations in the network. Primarily SSDE commu-
nicates with NSM to perform following actions.

• Deployment of new security VNFs in network slices
• Adjusting the resource allocation to security VNFs
• Altering the security related configurations in VNFs
A plugin-based architecture can be developed for the SSDE

as shown in figure 8 to increase the support for multiple NSMs
by different vendors. When there is a new NSM, a new plugin
needs to be developed and deployed in the SSDE. After getting
inputs from the SPME, DEE, and SLCME, SSDE determines
the appropriate NSM plugin, which corresponds to the NSM
in the slicing ecosystem, and sends the request to the plugin.
Then the plugin parses these requests in an understandable
manner to the NSM and sends them.

G. Security Policy Management Element (SPME)
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Can find 
security
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End
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No
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Notify SSDE to deploy
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Convert highlevel security
requirements to medium level

Fig. 9: Functional flow diagram of SPME

Figure 9 shows the functional flow diagram of the SPME.
It is responsible for collecting the security requirements of
third party tenants via SSLAs. The SPME converts the security
requirements to network-level configurations, evaluates them
with SEE, and notifies the SSDE to perform the configurations.
As the security requirements are presented to the SPME
through the trusted entities in the network, reviewing authen-
tication and authorization is not required. Security require-
ments can be presented inside of Network Service Descriptors
(NSDs) using standard NSD languages such as TOSCA [30].

A security policy priority scheme can be implemented to
simplify the evaluation process of SEE. Priority values can
be assigned to security policies to evaluate the policies with
existing policies. Policies with higher priority values should be
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deployed or configured earlier when there are difficulties such
as resource limitations when performing security operations.

H. Federated Management Element (FME)
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Data
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Data
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3
Train received
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Fig. 10: Functional diagram of FME

The FME is responsible for federated training of security-
related ML models in the network slices. Figure 10 shows
the functionality of the FME with the support of SOC. Due
to the requirement of network slice isolation and privacy
requirements of network slices, collecting data in a central-
ized location to train ML models is not viable in an NS
ecosystem. Therefore, the novel ML approach, known as
federated learning, is required to train ML models in an NS-
enabled environment. In our proposed security orchestrator,
we allocated a dedicated module to perform these operations
in the NS environment. The FME selects initial models and
distributes them across network slices with the support of
SOC. After that, the received models are trained using the
slice-specific data, and model parameters are sent to the FME
again. The FME aggregates the received model parameters and
updates the central models. Finally, the updated central ML
models can be deployed in network slices to perform security-
related predictions.

VI. SERVICES OFFERED BY THE PROPOSED SECURITY
ORCHESTRATOR

This section describes a set of potential services that can
be facilitated by the proposed security orchestrator. Different
combinations of the modules in the orchestrator are required
to realize those services. Furthermore, more security services
can be enabled using some other combinations of different
modules, than the mentioned services.

A. Deployment Reactive Security Services

Reactive security mechanisms focus on responding to se-
curity incidents after they occur, for instance, hacks and data
breaches. The security orchestrator can be utilized to deploy
security services in a reactive manner to address the security
challenges in the slicing system. The flow diagram of how
the security orchestrator can be utilized to facilitate reactive
security mechanisms is shown in figure 11. Mainly, SSME,
DEE, SLCME, SEE, and SSDE participate in providing reac-
tive security mechanisms. After collecting the security-related
information by the SSME, the DEE analyses the collected
data to identify ongoing attacks based on the information on
the SIR or outputs from ML algorithms to identify anomalies
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Fig. 11: Reactive Security flow diagram

in the normal behaviour. If a particular attack is identified
successfully, the DEE decides a procedure to mitigate the
attack, evaluates with SEE, and informs SSDE to perform
the relevant operations in the slice. Moreover, the SSME and
SLCME are notified to perform a continuous operation to
manage the life cycle of the deployed mitigation mechanism.

B. Deployment of Proactive Security Services

Proactive security means implementing security mecha-
nisms prior to security incidents occurring. Those can be
implemented in the slicing ecosystem by using the security
orchestrator. The flow diagram of implementing proactive
security is shown in figure 12. Predominantly, implementing
proactive security mechanisms in the NS ecosystem can be
performed in two ways with the support of the security
orchestrator. The first method is collecting the security re-
quirements by the SPME module from tenants via SSLAs
(Security Service Level Agreements). Then, the SPME decides
the security functions and configurations required to establish
those security requirements. After that, it evaluates them with
SEE and notifies the SSDE to trigger the NSM to perform the
required configuration in the slices. In the second method, after
successively identifying security attacks in adjacent slices,
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correspondent security countermeasures can be applied to
other slices as well, as there is a potential to execute the same
security attack after some time by the attackers to other slices.
SSME, DEE, SEE, and SSDE engage in the second method.

C. Security Resource Management

Network resources are scarce. Hence optimal management
of the available resources is vital in future networks. Allo-
cating a dedicated amount of network resources for security
operations is inefficient. Thus, resource allocation for secu-
rity operations needs to be dynamically adjusted to improve
resource utilization efficiency. The proposed orchestrator can
adjust network resources allocated for security operations
dynamically.

Figure 13 shows the flow diagram of the dynamic security
resource management process of the orchestrator. The SSME
can continuously monitor the performance matrices of the
VNFs in the slices. The DEE uses the monitored information
for identifying the violations of the desired performance ma-
trices of a particular VNF. If it identifies a violation, it notifies
the SSDE to correspondingly alter the resource allocation
for the VNF through the NSM. In this way, the security
orchestrator can dynamically adapt the resource allocation
for security operations while finally optimizing the overall
resource utilization efficiency of the slicing ecosystem.

D. Increased performance of security related ML models

In the traditional NS ecosystem, data sharing between
network slices or collecting slice-specific data to a centralized
location to perform ML operations is not possible due to the
security and privacy requirements of slice data. However, our
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framework allows utilizing a novel ML technique known as
federated learning to optimize the training process of security-
related ML models while preserving the security and privacy
of slice-specific data. The FME and the SOC deployed in
each network slice, involve implementing federated learning
for security operations in the NS ecosystem.

E. Life-cycle Management of the Security VNFs (SVNFs)

Life-cycle management of the Security VNFs (SVNFs) is a
complex activity. Therefore, one of the primary tasks of the
security orchestrator is to manage the life-cycle of SVNFs
optimally. The following phases will be implemented under
the life-cycle management service of security VNFs.

• Acceptance: Here, security requirements will be accepted
from the external parties and identify the required security
functions and the network configurations

• Installation: Identified security functions will be in-
stalled in the virtual machines or containers in this phase.

• Deployment: VNFs which consists of security functions
will be deployed in the relevant slices in this phase.

• Evaluation: Continuous monitoring of the security VNF
will be performed in this phase.

• Maintenance: Security functions will be continuously
updated according to the monitored information in this
phase. Evaluation phase and this phase will run simulta-
neously.

• Disposal: This is the last phase of the SVNF’s life cycle.
SVNF will be discontinued here and allocated resources
for the SVNF will be released.
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Most SVNFs deployments are only performed during the
attack situations unless the slice owner has a specific re-
quirement. Moreover, SLCME monitors the different stages
of the ongoing attacks and manages the particular SVNFs
accordingly.

F. Blacklist the Malicious Users

Quarantining malicious or infected devices is a vital require-
ment to reduce the effect of the attack on other devices or
resources. The proposed security orchestrator can be utilized
to perform this task. The security orchestrator can identify
the malicious devices by analyzing the received monitoring
information. Then, until performing the mitigation actions,
those malicious devices can be isolated into a quarantine slice
to reduce the impact of an ongoing attack. A rating system or
a reputation system can be used to score users and to classify
malicious users.

G. Inter-slice Communication Security

Secure inter-slice communication is another advantage that
the security orchestrator can accomplish. The proposed secu-
rity orchestrator can act as a certificate authority (a trusted en-
tity) in the NS ecosystem. It can issue certificates to each slice
when creating the slice. Then, they can use those certificates to
ensure secure communication in the communications between
slices. As different security requirements can be found in
different network slices, security levels can be assigned to
network slices. When a particular slice needs to communicate
with some other slice, security levels of the correspondent
slices should be considered. The proposed security orchestrator
can perform these security level management of the slices.

H. Centralized security management

NS is an End-to-End (E2E) technology. Therefore, network
slices can be spanned from the access network to the core
network. Multiple parties engage in performing operations of
network slices within these multiple domains. The impact of a
particular security attack affects different domains differently.
Hence, security teams corresponding to different domains
apply heterogeneous security mechanisms to mitigate the same
security attack. Even though security teams exchange infor-
mation about security incidents, miscommunications can be
occurred. It is an inefficient operation in terms of resources as
well as effort. A centralized system for security management
can be helpful to overcome this challenge. The proposed
security orchestrator can perform as the required central entity
in the NS ecosystem. The proposed orchestrator can monitor
E2E network slices and perform necessary actions to mitigate
security attacks in each domain.

VII. FEASIBILITY EVALUATION

In this section, we present a prototype of the proposed
framework to discuss the feasibility of the solution. A cou-
ple of use cases of the orchestrator and a set of extensive
simulations will be analysed here.
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Fig. 14: Implementation setup

A. Implementation setup

Figure 14 demonstrates the implementation setup of the pro-
posed security orchestrator with SOCs for an NS ecosystem.
NS testbed implementation in [31] is used as the base of our
implementation. The security orchestrator is implemented to
follow the micro-service architecture using java spring boot,
and python. Open Source MANO (OSM) [32], which is an
open-source implementation of European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) NFV Management And Orchestra-
tion (MANO) framework specifications, is used as the NSM
and the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO) in our implementation.
NFVO is installed with OpenStack VIM(Virtual Infrastructure
Manager) driver to communicate with OpenStack installation
via APIs. Openstack [33] is an open-source cloud operating
system that permits the management of enormous pools of
computing, storage, and networking resources in a data centre.
PyTorch, and scikit-learn are used to perform the federated
learning implementation in the experiments.

NSL-KDD intrusion detection dataset [34] is used for the
experiments performed to evaluate the functionality. We con-
sider high-level attack classification, i.e. attack, normal, and
mid-level classification, i.e. normal, DoS, User to Root (U2R),
Root to User (R2U), and probe, to perform experiments. We
ignore the low-level attack classification (more than 20 attack
types) in the dataset as each attack type has a very less number
of records. A deep neural network with two hidden layers
which has 200 nodes in each hidden layer, is used as the
model in the experiments. Moreover, Suricata [35] is the threat
detection engine which is considered in the experiments.

B. Experiments

1) Increased attack detection
In this experiment, we investigate the impact of the training

data distribution across the NS ecosystem on the accuracy
of the security-related ML models for attack detection and
how our framework can improve the performance. Here, the
training data set is Independently and Identically distributed
(IID) across the network slices. We compare the centralized
security orchestrator-based approach and the legacy approach
in this experiment. With our framework, a centralized attack
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detection model can be trained using all the security data in
the NS ecosystem. In the legacy approach, as the data cannot
be shared between network slices, attack detection models
are trained only using the slice-specific security data. When
the number of network slices increases, the traffic per slice
decreases since the number of users in the network is the same.
We calculate the accuracy of the models that were trained
under those two approaches. The experiment is performed
several times for each number of network slices in the system
and taken the average to increase the accuracy of the received
results.
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Fig. 15: Accuracy comparison number of network slices

Fig. 15 shows the received results for each model. In
terms of accuracy, in both attack classification scenarios, our
framework shows a higher accuracy when the number of
slices in the network increases. High-level attack classification
always shows a higher accuracy due to the lower number
of classifiers in the data set. Moreover, when the number
of network slices increases, the accuracy decreases in each
scenario. In the legacy approach, the accuracy is reduced
due to the deficit of the training data in the network slices.
We use the FedAvg aggregation mechanism to calculate the
model weights of the central model using the models in
each node. The deviation from the optimal weight values
of the ML models due to the FedAvg aggregation method
is the cause of the accuracy reduction of our framework.
This experiment shows the increased performance of security-
related ML models with our proposed framework.

2) Ability to deploy Proactive security mechanisms
This experiment aims to investigate how proactive security

mechanisms can be implemented using our framework, hence
making the network slices capable of identifying unseen
attacks. Also, we show how our framework can improve the
performance of security-related ML models in this experiment.
An NS ecosystem with five network slices is considered for
this experiment since the considered data set has five label
types under the mid-level attack classification. Attack data
distribution across the NS ecosystem is shown in table I.
As shown in the table I, we considered two cases in this
experiment. In case 1, a specific attack type is allocated to
each slice, and in case 2, an amalgam of attacks is allocated
to each slice. However, the test set consists of all attack types
in both cases.

TABLE I: Data distribution across slices in experiment C

Normal DoS Probe R2U U2R
C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2

S1 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
S2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
S3 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
S4 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗
S5 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Fig. 16: Attack detection in Case 1
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Fig. 17: Attack detection in Case 2

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 , show the received results in this
experiment. In case 1 and case 2, only slice-specific attacks
can be identified in the legacy approach. However, with the
centralized security orchestrator, all the slices can identify all
the types of attacks and security mechanisms can be deployed
in advance to protect the slices from unseen attacks. The data
distribution across the slices is heavily affected forthe Attack
Detection Proportions (ADPs). The ADPs in case 1 are very
low than the ADPs in case 2 due to the higher data distribution
across the ecosystem in case 2. The increased number of
required training rounds (federated rounds) with the proposed
framework to achieve a significant accuracy is a drawback in
our framework and it can be mitigated to some extent through
optimizing the model aggregation process in the FME.
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3) Network resource management for security operations
Here, we present another usecase of the security orches-

trator: network resource management for security operations.
For this use case, Suricata, which is an open-source threat
detection engine, is used as the security VNF in the slice.
Tcpreplay [36] is executed in multiple VMs to replay pre-
recorded pcap files to send at different data rates to Suricata
VNF. VMs resource consumption, such as RAM, CPU, and the
Dropped Packet Percentage (DPP), is periodically transmitted
to the security orchestrator. Security orchestrator monitors
the received information and dynamically alters the resource
allocation of the Suricata VM with the support of NSM.

Initially, we allocated 4GB ram and two CPU cores to
the Suricata VNF. The threshold level is set as 10% of the
packet drop rate for this experiment. Once the threshold level
is exceeded, the security orchestrator performs alterations in
the resource allocation of the Suricata VNF to preserve the
DPP below the threshold level. We gradually increase the data
rate and measure the performance of the proposed security
orchestrator. Figure 18 shows the DPP in the Suricata VNF
along with different data rates.

The DPP increases when we increase the data rate. For
the first time, the DPP passes the threshold level at the data
rate of 54 Mbps. The security orchestrator decides to increase
the amount of allocated RAM and the number of CPU cores
for the VNF. Then, the security orchestrator alerts the NSM
to increase the RAM of the Suricata VNF from 4GB to
6GB and the number of cores to four via Openbaton NFVO.
As a result, the DPP of the Suricata VNF drops down to
below the threshold level. This experiment is continued with
gradually increasing data rates for the Suricata VNF. Within
the experiment, the DPP passed the threshold level at three
different data rates, and at each point, the security orchestrator
decided to increase the resource allocation of the security
VNF. Three saw teeth in the graph prove the operation of
the security orchestrator. However, in the traditional scenario,
DPP is continuously increasing with the data rate. Hence,
we can conclude the operation of the security orchestrator
in the mentioned use case. The security orchestrator allows
maintaining the DPP within the desired range and increasing
the attack detection while optimizing the network resource
utilization.

C. Simulations

In this section, we evaluate the impact of security orchestra-
tor in different scenarios via simulations. Matlab and python
have been used to perform simulations.

1) The impact of different threshold levels selected by the
security orchestrator

This simulation shows the impact of the DPP and the
resource utilization of the security function for selecting the
threshold level in the security orchestrator. In the experiment,
we considered a static threshold level to allocate network
resources dynamically to the security VNF. However, the
impact of this threshold level will affect the performance
of the system. Therefore, we evaluate the average DPP at a
particular threshold level and the average resource requirement
for maintaining that threshold level of the considered security
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VNF. The data received in the experiment has been utilized to
perform the simulation. Here, we generated sawtooth graphs
as in the experiment for different threshold levels. After, we
calculate the average DPP and the average resource require-
ment of the security VNF at considered threshold levels. We
assume that the input data rate to the security VNF is increased
by 1mbps per minute. The following equations are used for
calculations, and the received results are shown in figure 19.

(5)Average DPP =
Total dropped packets

Total simulated time

(6)Average resources =
Total used resources

Total simulated time
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Fig. 19: Impact of different threshold levels for DPP and
resource utilization

When the threshold level is very low, the average DPP is
very low, but the average resource requirement is high. When
the threshold level increases, the average DPP is also increas-
ing. However, the average resource requirement is decreasing.
The average DPP and resource requirement should be carefully
selected when selecting the threshold level. The threshold level
at the cross point of the DPP graph and RAM graph or DPP
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graph and CPU graph, can be selected as the optimal threshold
level for maintaining optimal resource utilization and DPP.

2) Efficient attack detection by the security orchestrator
Intrusion Detection (ID) is a critical requirement in a

network environment. In [37], Lazka et al. discuss the way
of selecting optimal threshold levels for Intrusion Detection
Systems (IDSs). If very low threshold levels (sensitivity) are
utilized, excessive losses can be experienced due to undetected
losses. If high threshold levels are utilized, resource wastages
can be experienced due to investigating increased false alarms.
Therefore, selecting an optimal threshold level for detecting
intrusions is essential. Here, we perform a simulation to show
the significance of the security orchestrator in selecting the
threshold level for ID. We assume that the attacker sends
attack traffic 50packets/second per slice. In the traditional
security system, slices are monitored individually. However,
with the central security orchestrator, all network slices can
be monitored at once. The received results are shown in the
figure 20.
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As shown in the figure, in the traditional scenario, when
we perform ID in an individual slice, the threshold level is
required to be set between 0-50. However, when we perform
ID through the security orchestrator, we get an increased
range to select the threshold. When the number of slices in
the system increases, the range is also increasing. Moreover,
since a higher amount of attacker traffic can be captured at
a particular moment, the attack detection in the system is
also becoming efficient. Therefore, the security orchestrator
supports efficient attack detection as well as maintaining a
proper threshold level for ID.

3) Cost for security operations
This experiment shows how the cost for security operations

can be reduced through the proposed framework. We compare
three scenarios here: traditional scenario (without security
orchestrator), with security orchestrator, security orchestrator
with SOC. In the traditional scenario, security functions need
to be deployed in every slice all the time. Thus, security func-
tions and monitoring functions have to be deployed. However,
security functions can be dynamically deployed in the slices
according to the situation with the orchestrator. Therefore, only
slice monitoring functions are required to be deployed. In the
third scenario, besides the monitoring functions, an element to
collect matrices from slices needs to be deployed in each slice.
We assume that 1-3 network functions need to be deployed for
monitoring a slice, and 2-6 security functions are required to
perform security operations in a particular slice. Moreover, we

assume that the cost is the same for a security function and
an element of the security orchestrator. Received results are
shown in figure 21.
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When the number of slices in the system is low, the cost
is high for deploying the security orchestrator. When we use
SOC, the cost is maximum. However, when the number of
slices in the system increases, the cost becomes a lower value
as the deployment of security functions is controlled by the
security orchestrator. Therefore, we can conclude that when
the number of network slices increases in the system, the
cost for security operations becomes a lower value when the
security orchestrator performs the security operations even
though a SOC has been deployed in each slice.

VIII. DISCUSSION

We compare a set of key features in our framework with ex-
isting related works here. Also, we present challenges related
to the proposed security orchestrator in this section.

A. Comparison with related works

Table II shows a comparison of our security orchestrator
with a set of selected key-related works. The related works
are selected considering factors such as specificity for security
orchestration, implementation, and key features of the frame-
works.

TABLE II: Comparison with key related works
Features [15] [16] [18] [20] Our
Modularized implementation ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Increased performance of se-
curity related ML models

✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Alignment to ETSI MANO ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓
Pro-active security deployment ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
NS-specific implementation ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

From the comparison here, we can deliberate that our
proposed security orchestrator performs well in an NS-enabled
environment.

B. Design Challenges related to modules of proposed security
orchestrator

Different elements in the security orchestrator have indi-
vidual challenges that need to be investigated. As the NS
ecosystem generates several kinds of data, identifying the
types of data that are required to be collected by the SSME
is a challenge. Moreover, developing standard interfaces to
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collect data is another significant challenge. An Optimized ER
diagram for SIR needs to be developed considering diverse
aspects in the NS ecosystem. Collecting real-time telemetry
data of network slices for evaluating rules in SEE needs
to be investigated further. The DEE requires novel security
attack detection and mitigation mechanisms for different kinds
of security attacks. Artificial Intelligence/ Machine Learning
(AI/ML) is a major area that can be utilized to develop such
mechanisms. Identifying different phases of security attacks
is a considerable challenge related to SLCME. Human and
machine-readable security schemes and measurable security
are exhilarating research areas related to SPME. The NSMs
are required to be updated to work collaboratively with SSDE.

C. General Challenges

1) Extra Latency
Security functions are statically deployed in the slices in

the conventional scenario. However, security functions can be
dynamically deployed in the slices according to the attack
situation after monitoring with the proposed solution. Hence,
this procedure adds an additional latency for security opera-
tions in the slicing ecosystem. High-performance hardware for
modules and high-speed links between modules can be used
to reduce the time taken to determine the security solution and
transfer the data within the NS ecosystem.

2) Scalability Issues
The number of slices in the network increases due to the

increased application space such as metaverse, autonomous
vehicles, and smart cities. Thus, the amount of information
that needs to be handled by the security orchestrator increases.
Moreover, due to the rapid expansion of IoT in almost all
applications, simultaneous attacks can happen in different
slices. Hence, scalability issues can arise in the security
orchestrator. SSME, DEE, SEE, and SLCME are the most
resource-consuming elements in the security orchestrator. A
sufficient amount of resources can be allocated to these
elements in advance to manage scalability issues. Furthermore,
modular design on the security orchestrator can be utilized to
scale the elements horizontally to handle scalability issues.

3) Automation
Automating the functionality of the security orchestrator is a

mandatory requirement to increase the efficiency of the system.
Attack detection, deciding the mitigation strategies, and LCM
of security functions are required to be automated. Network
automation is the goal of the ETSI’s Zero-touch Service
and Network Management (ZSM) [38]. Thus the security
orchestrator can be optimized to be aligned with the ZSM.
AI/ML techniques can play a significant role in automation.

4) Algorithms development for re-active and pro-active
security mechanisms

Security orchestrator is responsible for facilitating re-active
and pro-active security mechanisms. However, several algo-
rithms, such as selecting optimal security mechanisms, extract-
ing security requirements, and identifying attack life-cycles,
are required to be developed to support these operations.
Future research can be executed to identify and develop these
required algorithms.

5) Multi-domain security management
Typically, network slices span over multiple domains. Hence

security management needs to be performed over multiple do-
mains. The current implementation of the security orchestrator
can only manage the security aspects in a single domain. It
should be upgraded to facilitate security services over multi-
ple administrative domains. Inter-orchestrator communication
schemes need to be developed to enable communication across
multiple domains. Moreover, the proposed security architec-
ture can be enhanced to operate in a hierarchical manner.

6) Standardization
Security orchestrator is not a standard component in the NS

architecture. However, it is an essential component. Standards
Developing Organizations (SDOs) need to consider includ-
ing security orchestrator in the reference NS architecture.
Moreover, standard interfaces are required to be designed
for operations such as collecting monitoring information and
communication between NSM and SSDE to perform security
configurations.

IX. CONCLUSION

Since security is a pivotal element in modern NS enabled
telecommunication networks, this paper presents a comprehen-
sive analysis of how the concept of security orchestration can
be utilized in the NS ecosystem. A modular-level architecture
of the security orchestrator is provided. A descriptive anal-
ysis of the advantages of the security orchestrator and how
those can be realized using the orchestrator are presented.
Reactive and proactive security mechanisms, LCM of security
functions, secure inter-slice communication, and isolation of
infected devices are the identified advantages of the orches-
trator. A testbed developed using standard tools, is utilized to
analyze the feasibility of the proposed security orchestrator.
A set of simulations are executed to investigate the impact of
the security orchestrator. This feasibility evaluation illustrates
the significance of the proposed framework. Moreover, the
comparison with existing works shows that the security or-
chestrator outperforms compared existing work. The discussed
implementation challenges open potential future research di-
rections. In all essence, the paper proves the requirement of a
security orchestrator for the NS ecosystem.
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